Context. The dynamics of a self-gravitating gaseous subsystem of a disk galaxy is considered analytically, using a local WKB approximation in the radial direction. The simplified model of a galaxy is used in which stars (and a dark matter, if it exists at all) do not participate in the disk collective oscillations and just form a background charge. Aims. For the first time in galactic dynamics, an equation is derived to describe the torque that results from the buildup of gravitational Jeans-type instability of nonaxisymmetric gravity perturbations (e.g., those produced by a spontaneous disturbance or, in rare cases, a satellite system). Methods. The torque serves to redistribute the angular momentum of the inhomogeneous disk by growing (that is, unstable) nonaxisymmetric density waves in such a way that a fraction of the mass (eventually residing in the central parts) retains only a minor fraction of the angular momentum, most of the latter being deposited in extended outer regions of the system. Results. The outward transfer of angular momentum (and the "heating") bring the disk toward stability against all small perturbations, including the most unstable nonaxisymmetric ones.
Introduction
Gas-rich spiral galaxies have been discussed in terms of the density wave theory, which views the spiral arms as wave patterns (Lin et al. 1969; Shu 1970; Lin & Lau 1979 ). Lin and Shu were the first to calculate the collective behavior of the stars and gas in a satisfactory formulation. We have approached the study of spiral galaxies by considering the dynamics of a gravitating disk of stars. It has been suggested that a natural explanation of the origin of the density waves can be obtained if one assumes them to be unstable normal modes of collective oscillations of galaxies. The basic quasilinear theory of gravitational Jeanstype instability for pure stellar disks has been developed by Griv et al. (2002) and Griv & Gedalin (2004) . Here, the galactic gaseous disk is studied. The simplified model of a galaxy is used in which stars (and a dark matter, if it exists at all) do not participate in the disk oscillations and just form a background charge. (The bulk of the total optical mass, probably > ∼ 90%, in the Milky Way and other flat galaxies is in stars. hipparcos data (Haywood et al. 1997) indicate only a moderate contribution of unseen matter to the local potential.) A Lagrangian description of the motion of a gas element under the influence of a perturbed gravity field is used, looking for time-dependent waves which propagate in a nonuniformly rotating, inhomogeneous, two-dimensional disk. Such a fluid model can also be Appendices are only available in electronic form at http://www.edpsciences.org used as a zeroth-order approximation of a galaxy composed primarily of stars (Lin & Lau 1979) . The approximation of an infinitesimally thin disk is a valid approximation if one considers perturbations with a wavelength greater than the disk thickness 2h (Shu 1984) .
There have been a number of prior studies in the literature which have investigated the growth of instabilities in gravitating gaseous disks. Lau & Bertin (1978) , Lin & Lau (1979) , Morozov (1985) established the difference in the stability boundary between axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric disks by theoretical arguments. Goldreich & Tremaine (1979) calculated the linear response of a differentially rotating disk to a rigidly rotating external potential. It was shown that the external potential exerts torques on the disk only at the spatially limited resonances. In gravitationally unstable systems disk motions caused by self-gravity become perhaps dominant sources of angular momentum transport (Paczynski 1978; Lin & Pringle 1990) . Angular momentum transport enhanced by the gravitational instability was investigated in gaseous accretion disks by N-body simulations with self-gravitating particles (Tomley et al. 1991) and hydrodynamical simulations (Laughlin & Rózyczka 1996; Laughlin et al. 1998; Gammie 2001; Pickett et al. 2003) . Simulations have already demonstrated that the disk is prone to a series of m = 1−4 spiral modes. The gravitational torques induced by these m 0 structures elicit material transport of angular momentum and mass through the disk, readjusting the density profile toward more stable configuration. As angular momentum is transferred outward, inner material falls to the central body and outer material migrates outward. Papaloizou & Lin (1995) have reviewed theoretical investigations regarding the transport of angular momentum in accretion disks. It has been suggested that the angular momentum can be transported by torques resulting from the presence of unstable modes in disks. However, no equations explicitly describing this transport process have been obtained.
Summarizing, gravitational instabilities as a mechanism for the transfer of angular momentum (and "heating") in gaseous disks have been studied numerically. However, the transport of angular momentum, while fairly well understood within the computer models, remains a significant challenge for theoretical models of galaxies.
My significant contribution is just a hydrodynamic theory derivation of results obtained before in simulations discussed above. In the spirit of Lau & Bertin (1978) and Lin & Lau (1979) , I carry out a second order Lin-Shu asymptotic approximation; thus azimuthal gradients of perturbed quantities are included in addition to the local gradients of equilibriun parameters and the differential rotation. In addition, a different approach from the rest is taken: to consider the complex conjugates of perturbed quantities. Without all these terms, the model fails to describe the exchange of angular momentum and the mass redistribution in the wave-gas system. I find that spiral density waves can be self-excited in the main domain of the disk between the inner and outer Lindblad resonances via the dynamical Jeans instability (gravitational collapse) in a nonresonant wave-"fluid" interaction, and can effectively transport the angular momentum and mass in the disk. I show that the hydrodynamic turbulence due to nonresonant gravitational instability transports the angular momentum, giving the disk a source of internal viscosity (the angular momentum flux)
1 . Also, instabilities heat the disk up on the fast dynamical timescale, bringing it toward stability. Another important result is that the critical sound speed for disk stability is approximately equal to 2 times the familiar Safronov-Toomre value.
It should be made clear right from the start that Lau & Bertin (1978) and Lin & Lau (1979) already carried out the second order Lin-Shu approximation in their analyses. To obtain the general picture of disk stability, I repeat some results of the Lau, Bertin, and Lin theories by using a slightly different mathematical technique. But even in this case some new results are obtained, e.g., an expression for the pattern speed Ω p of Jeans-unstable waves.
Perturbed motion
The time dependent surface density σ(r, t) of the gaseous subsystem is splited up into a basic and a developing (perturbation) part, σ = σ 0 (r) + σ 1 (r, t) and |σ 1 /σ 0 | 1 for all r and t, 1 That a turbulent viscosity could be one agent for angular momentum transport in a differentially rotating medium has been postulated (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974; Pringle 1981 ). Another agent is stable self-gravitational waves, including those generated by resonant interactions (Goldreich & Tremaine 1979) . The hydrodynamic turbulence that may arise as a result of gravitational instability is related to stochastic motions of gas elements.
where (r, ϕ, z) are the galactocentric cylindrical coordinates and the axis of the disk rotation is taken oriented along the z-axis. The total gravitational potential Φ(r, t) and the gaseous pressure P(r, t) are also of this form. These quantities σ, Φ, P are then substituted into the equations of motion of the gas element, the continuity equation, the Poisson equation, and the second order terms of the order of σ 2 1 , Φ 2 1 , P 2 1 may be neglected with respect to the first order terms.
The resultant equations of motion are cyclic in the variables t and ϕ, and hence by applying the standard lowest (or local) WKB method (Krall & Trivelpiece 1986 ) one may seek solutions in the form of normal modes:
whereσ k is the real amplitude, k r is the real radial wavenumber, m is the nonnegative azimuthal mode number, ω k = ω k + i ω k is the complex wavefrequency, suffixes k denote the kth Fourier component, and "c.c." means the complex conjugate. The varying part of σ 1 is absorbed in its phase. Evidently σ 1 is a periodic function of ϕ, and hence m must be an integer. The criteria for stability differ for each m, and must be determined by a detailed analysis. The assumption thatσ k has a weak spatial dependence corresponds to the quasiclassical approximation in quantum mechanics and to the approximation of geometrical acoustics in the propagation of light in an inhomogeneous medium (Landau & Lifshits 1987) . The imaginary part of ω k corresponds to a growth ( ω k > 0) or decay ( ω k < 0) of the components in time, σ 1 ∝ exp( ω k t), and the real part to a rotation with angular velocity Ω p = ω k /m. When ω k > 0, the medium transfers its energy to the growing wave. A galaxy is considered to be a superposition of different oscillation modes. A disturbance in the disk will grow until it is limited by some nonlinear effect. In the WKB method, the radial wavenumber is presumed to be of the form k r (r) = AΨ(r), where A is a large parameter and Ψ(r) is a slowly varying function of the radial distance r, i.e., d ln k r /d ln r = O(1). In the local approximation the wave is considered plane, i.e., all derivatives of k r (r) andσ(r) are fully neglected. When calculating the terms of higher order one can simultaneously solve the wave equations with any desired degree of accuracy. It is assumed here, by considering the two-dimensional system, that k(r) is perpendicular to the rotation axis, i.e., k 2 is given by
r + m 2 /r 2 and k ϕ = m/r is the azimuthal wavenumber. It is remarkable that the results of WKB theory are in agreement with the simulations (Mayer et al. 2004 ). In the linear theory, in Eq. (1) one can select one of the harmonics: σ 1 (r, t) =σ exp (ik r r + imϕ − iωt) + c.c. (cf. Landau & Lifshitz 1987, p. 261) . The potential Φ 1 (r, t) and the pressure P 1 (r, t) are also of this form. The solution in such a form represents a plane spiral wave with m arms or a ring (m = 0). With ϕ increasing in the rotation direction, we have k r > 0 for trailing patterns, and k r < 0 for leading ones. With m = 0, we have the density waves in the form of concentric rings that propagate away from the center when k r > 0, or toward the center when k r < 0. A weakly inhomogeneous medium is considered: |k r r| |k r L| 1, where |L| is the radial scale of inhomogeneity.
The disk is subject to the equations of motion. The linearized equations of two-dimensional motion of the gas element in the frame of reference rotating with angular velocity Ω at the reference position r 0 are
where v r and v ϕ are the radial and azimuthal peculiar velocities,
is the speed of sound, r 1 is a perturbation, r = r 0 + r 1 , |r 1 /r 0 | 1, and the expansion P = P 0 +σ 1 (∂P/∂σ) 0 is used. The influence of stars and halo matter enters through Ω(r).
Equations (2) and (3) must be solved simultaneously with the linearized continuity equation
where v r and v ϕ are now the perturbed ("forced") velocities, the subscript of r 0 is dropped as we are considering linearized quantities, and the relatively small term σ 0 v r /r is omitted, i.e., the curvature effect is neglected. This is a valid approximation if |k r r| 1 (Lin & Lau 1979) . In the WKB approximation in the radial direction, the second term ∝∂σ 0 /∂r and the third term ∝ ∂v ϕ /∂ϕ in the bracket are much smaller than the first one ∝ ∂v r /∂r.
For such a form of Φ 1 (Eq. (1)) the particular solution of the system of Eqs. (2)-(3) is
where
1/2 is the epicyclic frequency, in galaxies dΩ/dr < 0, κ Ω, and ω * 0, ω 2 * − κ 2 0 (Lin & Lau 1979; Griv et al. 1999 ). The solutions (5) and (6) describe the small forced velocities of the gas element in the radial and azimuthal directions under the action of the gravity perturbation, |v r | and |v ϕ | rΩ. If both the expressions are inserted into Eq. (4), a relation between the fluctuations in density and potential σ 1 = σ 1 (r, Φ 1 ) is obtained. A second relation of this kind is supplied by the linearized Poisson equation
As is seen, the present theory suggests some systematic radial and azimuthal motions of the gas element distributed in the form of a spiral flow field which is a correction to the basic equilibrium motion, rΩ 2 = ∂Φ 0 /∂r + c 2 s /σ 0 (∂σ 0 /∂r). In this equation, the term ∝ c 2 s is a correction. Equilibrium is established in a simple manner in such a disk, i.e., it is governed mainly by the balance between the centrifugal and gravitational forces. In the unperturbed motion the gas elements describe circular orbits. It is this equilibrium model of a galaxy that is to be examined for stability against perturbations in the present investigation. To repeat myself, the total potential Φ 0 (r) is produced mainly by stars (and dark matter).
Oscillation spectrum

Perturbed surface density
Substituting the expressions for velocities (5)- (6) into the linearized continuity equation (4) and carrying out the integration in Eq. (4) over t, it is straightforward to show that the perturbed density can be expressed as
where σ 1 (t → −∞) = 0, so by considering only growing perturbations ( ω * > 0) the effects of the initial conditions are neglected, γ = 4Ω 2 − κ 2 + ω 2 * , and
is the radial scale of spatial inhomogeneity. Equation (7) contains the second-order term in the bracket:
as well as the term ∝ mL −1 , which play a crucial role in modifying Safronov-Toomre's stability criterion from Q ≡ c s /c T ≥ 1 to Q 2Ω/κ ≈ 2 (see Sect. 3.3 below for an explanation). These additional terms come from second order theory: mdependent terms in the exponential factor of Eq. (1), the second and the third terms in the bracket of Eq. (4). The results of Lau & Bertin (1978) and Lin & Lau (1979) are the same, with the above terms (the terms ∝m 2 /r 2 , T 1 , and d ln(κ 2 /σ 0 Ω)/d ln r of Lin & Lau's (1979) Eq. (D12)). Equation (7) describes the response of a differentially rotating (4Ω 2 > κ 2 ) and inhomogeneous fluid disk to gravity perturbations. In contrast to Griv et al. (1999) , only the most important low-frequency (|ω * | 2 < ∼ κ 2 ) perturbations developing in the z = 0 plane between the inner and outer Lindblad resonances are considered.
In Eq. (7), the term ∝ L −1 corresponds to a wave-fluid resonance ω * → 0, and sufficiently far from the resonance this term may be omitted (Lin & Lau 1979) . However, as it will be shown in Sect. 4 below the existence of inhomogeneity is critically important for the exchange of angular momentum in the wave-gas system, and therefore the term ∝ L −1 must be retained. The resonance ω * = 0 has been studied by Lovelace & Hohlfeld (1978) .
Generalized dispersion relation
On the other hand, the asymptotic (k 
where the factor 1 4 is neglected compared with m 2 (Bertin & Mark 1978) . Solution (8) determines the perturbed density required to support the perturbed potential up to second order in the Lin-Shu asymptotic approximation (Bertin & Mark 1978; Lau & Bertin 1978; Lin & Lau 1979) . In the first approximation (m = 0), from Eq. (8) it follows the old Lin-Shu result (Lin et al. 1969 ): maxima of the surface density correspond to minima of the potential, σ 1 = −|k r |Φ 1 /2πG + c.c.. Note that the condition |m/k r r| 2 1 used by Bertin & Mark (1978) and Lin & Lau (1979) to obtain the asymptotic second-order solution (8) of the Poisson equation is equivalent to the requirement | tan ψ| < ∼ 1, where the pitch angle ψ = arctan(m/rk r ) is the angle between the direction of the wave front and the tangent to the circular orbit of the gas element, with " < ∼ " in place of " " in contrast to the first-order approximation (Lin et al. 1969; Binney & Tremaine 1987, Sect. 6 .2 therein) of the Lin-Shu theory. The asymptotic Lin-Shu approximation used here is actually the WKB approximation, which is tight winding approximation for small m (Griv et al. 1999 (Griv et al. , 2002 .
Equating the density σ 1 (Eq. (7)) to the perturbed density given by Eq. (8), one obtains the generalized Lin-Shu dispersion relation ω * = ω * (r, k), which determines the spectrum of collective oscillations of fluid disks,
where 2πGσ (9) is of the order of ω 5 * and is consistent with the dispersion relation derived by Montenegro et al. (1999, their Eq. (20) ). Neglecting the effects of spatial inhomogeneity (|L| → ∞), in Griv et al. (1999) , the generalized dispersion relation is given by Eq. (37), which is of the order of ω 4 * (cf. Eq. (9) above) and is consistent with the dispersion relation obtained by Bertin et al. (1989, their Eq. (3.1) ), which is of the order of ω 4 * also. Equation (9) is complicated: it is nonlinear in ω * . In order to deal with the most interesting oscillation types, let us consider various limiting cases of perturbations described by some simplified variations of Eq. (9). For instance, one can solve Eq. (9) by successive approximations (cf. Lifshitz & Pitaevskii 1981, p. 115 ). In the low-frequency (ω 2 * κ 2 ) and local WKB approximations we are explored in Eq. (9), the terms that describe tangential forces are assumed to be small in comparison with other terms. By neglecting the small terms ∝m 2 /r 2 and m/rL, one obtains, in the first approximation, the standard Lin-Shu dispersion relation for axisymmetric waves (Lin et al. 1969; Binney & Tremaine 1987, p. 352) . From this equation, the disk is Jeans-unstable (ω 2 < 0) to axisymmetric perturbations if
where c T = πGσ 0 /κ is the Safronov-Toomre (Safronov 1960; Toomre 1964 ) critical sound speed to suppress the instability of only axisymmetric m = 0 perturbations. On the other hand, writing the sound speed as c s = √ RT , the Safronov-Toomre instability condition (11) reads T < π 2 G 2 σ 2 0 /Rκ 2 , where T is the local gas temperature.
In the next approximation, in Eq. (9), considering the Safronov-Toomre stable disk (ω 2 > 0, or c s > c T ), in the small term ∝ m 2 /r 2 one can replace ω 2 * by κ 2 . As a result, the simplified generalized dispersion relation is obtained:
where |ω * | < ∼ κ,
is the squared Jeans frequency, k = k 2 r + m 2 /r 2 , and k
ψ is the squared effective wavenumber. Equation (12) differs from the Lin-Shu dispersion relation (10) by the appearance of the total k and effective k * wavenumbers, which originate from the consideration of the nonaxisymmetrical modes ∝ m, and by the factor ∝ L −1 , which originate from the consideration of the effects of inhomogeneity (Lin & Lau 1979; Morozov 1985; Griv et al. 2002) . Note that Lin et al. (1969) , Shu (1970) , as well as Toomre (1964 Toomre ( , 1977 and , allowed for a departure from axial symmetry of the perturbations only partially by introducing a Doppler-shifted wavefrequency ω * = ω − mΩ but omitting all other m-dependent terms in the exponential factor of Eq. (1) Lin & Lau (1979) by ignoring the "out-of-phase" term ik r A and using the expansion 2Ω/κ ≈ 1 − (r/4Ω)(dΩ/dr). Also, the dispersion relation (12) becomes identical with the dispersion relation (38) of Griv et al. (1999) (obtained by using the microscopic kinetic-theory equations) by neglecting the effects of Landau-type wave-star resonances.
Modified Safronov-Toomre stability criterion
The dispersion relation(12) has three roots that describe three branches of oscillations: two ordinary Jeans branches modified by the inhomogeneity and a gradient one. Let us investigate these branches of oscillations following closely Morozov (1981 Morozov ( , 1985 and Griv et al. (2002) . From Eq. (12) in the most important high-frequency range
we determine the dispersion law for the Jeans branch:
where p = 1 for gravity-stable perturbations with ω 2 * ≈ ω 2 J > 0, p = i for gravity-unstable perturbations with ω 2 * ≈ ω 2 J < 0, and the term involving L −1 is the small correction. Equation (15) determines the spectrum of oscillations. Accordingly, an inhomogeneity will not influence the stability condition of Jeans modes.
As is seen from Eq. (15), in contrast with the propagating or convective instability, the m = 0 and/or L −1 → 0 instabilities give ω * 1,2 > 0 with ω * 1,2 = 0 and therefore are nonpropagating or absolute instabilities (Lifshitz & Pitaevskii 1981, Sect. 6 therein) . The equilibrium parameters of the disk and the mode number m determine the pattern speed of Jeansunstable ( ω * 1,2 > 0) spiral perturbations (in a rotating frame) Ω p = ω * 1,2 /m or
where ω 1, the typical pattern speeds of spiral structures in Jeans-unstable disks are only a small fraction of some average angular velocity Ω ave . The theory states that in spatially homogeneous (|L| → ∞) disks Ω p = 0. This is a new result: in the standard density wave theory the pattern speed of spiral structure of a galaxy Ω p is a free parameter. In an inhomogeneous disk ω * 0 and, therefore, Ω p 0, and hence in this case the concept of slowly (| ω * / ω * | 1) propagating spiral density waves is meaningful. Also, because Ω p does not depend on m, each Fourier component of a nonaxisymmetric gravity perturbation in the inhomogeneous system will rotate with the same constant angular velocity.
From Eq. (13), the disk is Jeans-unstable (ω Nonaxisymmetric (m 0) instabilities in a differentially rotating disk are more difficult to stabilize; stability is achieved only for sufficiently large sound speed (although still of the order of c T ) (Lin & Lau 1979; Morozov 1985; Griv et al. 2002) . The modified Safronov-Toomre stability criterion given by Eq. (17) is obviously only an approximation, as it assumes spiral arm pitch angles ψ that are relatively small (| tan ψ| < ∼ 1) and neglects (among other things) the thickness of the disk. Nevertheless, simulations suggest that the formulation is approximately correct (Khoperskov et al. 2003; Liverts et al. 2003) . As is seen, nonaxisymmetric gravity disturbances in a nonuniformly rotating system (dΩ/dr 0, or 2Ω/κ > 1) are more difficult to suppress than the axisymmetric ones, in general agreement with the work by Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965) and Julian & Toomre (1966) . The free kinetic energy associated with the 2 At the limit of gravitational stability, the two conditions ∂ω Fig. 1 . A schematic model of a Jeans-unstable disk; a) the SafronovToomre unstable disk (Q < 1) and b) the Safronov-Toomre stable disk (Q > ∼ 1 but Q < ∼ 2Ω/κ, and in spiral galaxies 2Ω/κ ≈ 2). In a differentially rotating disk (2Ω/κ > 1), nonaxisymmetric (spiral) modes of collective oscillations are more unstable than axisymmetric (radial) ones.
differential rotation of the system under study is one possible source for the growth of the energy of these spiral Jeans-type perturbations, and appears to be released when angular momentum is transferred outward. The fact that self-gravitating, differentially rotating stellar disks can exhibit strong nonaxisymmetric responses even when the axisymmetric stability criterion is fulfilled, was most convincingly demonstrated already by Julian & Toomre (1966) , concerning the gravitational effect of any single orbiting mass concentration (such as gas "lumps" in galaxies). These forced spiral waves are not to be confused, of course, with Lin & Shu's fully self-consistent density wave proposal explored in the present theory. Similar result for self-gravitating gas disk was obtained by Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965) . In Toomre (1981) this amplification was discussed in terms of "swingmechanism", very reminiscent of the way we reach the nonaxisymmetric stability criterion (17). Lau & Bertin (1978, p. 509) have clarified the problem by considering the motion of a fluid element: the density response that is in phase with the potential minimum is found to exceed, by an amount proportional to both dΩ/dr and m, the corresponding response due to an axisymmetric field of equal strength.
Thus, if the disk is thin, c s rΩ, and cold, c s < c T (or Toomre's stability parameter Q < 1, respectively), then such a model will be unstable to both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric perturbations, and it should almost instanteneously (see below for a time estimate) taken on the form of a cartwheel, that is, a structure of spirals and rings (Fig. 1a) . Clearly, in this case of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric excitation, the distribution of the surface density along the spiral arms is not uniform, but describes a sequence of maxima, that might be identified with forming gaseous complexes (Fig. A.1) . Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1983) have argued that gravitational instability of the gas in spiral arms may be responsible for the formation of the observed gas complexes separated by distances of several kpc, which are regions of active star formation. The gas density in the disks of most galaxies is maintained at a level close to the threshold (marginal) stability of a gaseous layer to local gravitational perturbations (Zasov & Smirnova 2005) . In this case, the regulation mechanism of the star formation rate associated with the growth of local gravitational instability in the layer must play a crucial role in the evolution of the gas content in the galactic disk. Such a Safronov-Toomre unstable disk should break up into discrete blobs of matter of preferred mass M frag distributed in spirals around the spin axis 3 . These Jeans-unstable modes might be proposed as potential cloudforming mechanism.
Contrary, if the disk is thin and warm, Q ≥ 1 but Q < ∼ 2Ω/κ ≈ 2, then such a model will be unstable only with respect to spiral perturbations (Fig. 1b) and cannot therefore fragment. An uncooled hot model with Q 2 is Jeans-stable to all small perturbations, including the most unstable spiral ones. This is not an entirely new idea: Lau & Bertin (1978) , Lin & Lau (1979) , and Morozov (1985) first obtained the modified stability criterion c crit . Simulated disks that prove stable evolve to Q values in the range 1.5-2.5 (Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Athanassoula & Sellwood 1986; Tomley et al. 1991; Mihos et al. 1997; Bottema 2003) . About the same value of Q 2 brings also the observations of stellar disks (Toomre 1977; Bottema 1993) . These values agree with modified stability criterion (17) that takes into account the fact that a nonuniformly rotating disk is more unstable to nonaxisymmetric perturbations. The instability is driven by a strong nonresonant interaction of the fluctuations (e.g., those produced by a spontaneous perturbation or, in rare cases, a satellite system) with the bulk of the particle population, and the dynamics of Jeans perturbations can be characterized as a nonresonant wave-particle interaction: in Eq. (7), ω * − lκ 0.
The growth rate of the instability is relatively high, ω * ≈ 2πGσ 0 (k 2 * /|k|), and in general ω * ∼ Ω, that is, the instability develops rapidly on a dynamical timescale (on a time of 2-3 disk rotations, or < ∼ 10 8 yr in the spiral galaxy). An important feature of the instability under consideration is the fact that it is almost aperiodic (| ω * / ω * | 1). From Eq. (13), the growth rate of the instability has a maximum at the wavelength λ crit ≈ 2c 2 s /Gσ 0 . At the boundary of instability (Q ≈ 1), λ crit ≈ 2π 2 Gσ 0 /κ 2 ∼ (2 − 4)πh; thus λ crit h. It means that of all harmonics of initial gravity perturbation, one perturbation with λ crit ≈ 10h, with the associated number of spiral arms m crit , and with the pitch angle ψ crit will be formed asymptotically in time of a single disk rotation. Because λ crit h, the approximation of an infinitesimally thin disk used throughout the theory does not fail. Numerical experiments have already shown that in a steady, gravitoturbulent state, surface density structures have a similar characteristic physical scale ∼λ crit ≈ 60Gσ 0 /Ω 2 (the quantities c s = 2c T and κ = 1.5Ω are used in calculating of the characteristic scale) that is independent of the size of the computational domain (Gammie 2001 ). In the solar neighborhood, the Safronov-Toomre critical sound speed c T ∼ 3 km s −1 and the characteristic wavelength λ crit ∼ 2 kpc. (These values for the gaseous disk are based on a surface density of 6 M pc −2 and an angular speed of 25 km s −1 kpc −1 , e.g., Binney & Tremaine 1987) . Interestingly, observations have indicated that in the solar vicinity of the Galaxy the distance between spiral arms λ spir ≈ 2 kpc also. It is natural to attribute the observed spiral structure of the Galaxy to the Jeans instability of gravity perturbations.
For those parameters of a disk (λ crit ∼ 1 kpc and σ 0 ∼ 1 M pc −2 ), one obtains the typical mass of a gaseous complex M cl ∼ M frag ∼ (10 6 −10 7 ) M . The latter is coincident in order of magnitude with the masses of giant molecular clouds, which have been discovered in the Galaxy (Binney & Tremaine 1987, p. 440) .
In the another, opposite to (14) frequency range,
that is, |ω * | Ω, Eq. (12) has another root equal to
The root (19) describes the gradient (L −1 0) branch of oscillations. As is seen, the gradient perturbations are stable and are independent of the stability of Jeans modes. These stable ( ω * 3 = 0) oscillations are obviously not important in dynamics of galaxies. Analogous oscillation branches, with frequencies proportional to the gradients of the undisturbed quantities, occur in plasmas (drift waves) and in the terrestrial oceans (Rossby waves).
The Jeans instability of a disk will in fact be suppressed because of the efficient heating of the medium during the growth of that same instability (Morozov 1978; Fuchs 2001; Griv et al. 2002 ; Appendix B of this paper). Following the physics of plasmas, by heating of galactic disks we understand the transfer of ordered energy of rotation or the energy of discrete oscillations, into energy of random motion and ultimately into heat, due to turbulence, i.e., the nonlinear interaction between oscillations.
Angular momentum transfer
The collective torque per unit area in the galaxy exerted by the gravity perturbations on the disk is 1 r
Using Eq. (7), in terms of the Fourier components defined in Eq.
(
, and · · · denotes the time average over the fast oscillations. Equation (21) is correct only in the main domain of the system under study between the inner and outer Lindblad resonances. A special analysis of the solution near corotation (ω * = 0) and Lindblad (ω * ± κ = 0) resonances is required. Thus, the points r ILR and r OLR in which ω * ± κ = 0 are called the points of inner and outer Lindblad resonances. They play an important role in the theory: the solution of spiral type given by Eq. (1) rapidly oscillating in the radial direction (|k r |r 1) lies between r ILR and r OLR . Outside the resonances, r < r ILR and r > r OLR , the solution decreases exponentially (Lin & Lau 1979 ). Resonances of a higher order are dynamically of less importance (Lin et al. 1969) . To emphasize it again, the present analysis is restricted to consideration of the main part of a disk between the Lindblad resonances. The spatially limited resonances have been investigated by Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs (1972) , Goldreich & Tremaine (1979) , and Griv et al. (2000) .
Four physical conclusions can be deduced from Eq. (21). (a) The distribution of the angular momentum of a disk will be changed under the action of only the nonaxisymmetric forces ∝ m. The latter is obvious: axially symmetric motions of a system produce no gravitational couplings between the inner parts and the outer parts. (b) The distribution of the angular momentum will be changed with time only under the action of growing, that is, gravitationally (Jeans-) unstable perturbations ( ω * > 0). (c) Unstable spiral perturbations can transfer angular momentum only in spatially inhomogeneous disks ((∂/∂r)(σ 0 Ωκ −2 ) 0). This result is also anticipated, because in homogeneous disks the angular velocity of spiral perturbations Ω p = 0 (Eq. (16)), and therefore there is no exchange of angular momentum in the wave-gas system. And finally (d) because in gravitating disks in equilibrium L < 0 (see Appendix C), (1/r)(dΓ m /dr) > 0: an applied gravitaional torque increases the angular momentum of the gas element and thus leads to motion of the gas element at a larger radius and thus tends to decrease Ω. (As is known, Ω(r) in a self-gravitating disk is a decreasing function of r, whereas the angular momentum of a unit mass, Ωr 2 , is an increasing function of r.) This takes place in the main domain of the disk between the Lindblad resonances where spiral density waves are self-excited via a nonresonant wave-fluid interaction. This in turn cannot be done for all masses because the total orbital momentum must remain constant. As a result, a group of inner particles with radii r < r ILR moves inward and a group of particles with radii r ILR < r < r OLR moves outward. The secular evolution of disk galaxies, therefore, proceeds in the direction of increasing central mass concentration in the baryonic material and of extending of outer portions. As a result, the bulk of angular momentum is transferred radially outward whereas an inner gaseous medium moves inward, loosing a part of the angular momentum. (Additional emission and absorption of angular momentum occur at resonances (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972) .) Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs (1972) have proved that the torques can only communicate angular momentum outward if the spirals trail, thus explaining why trailing spiral structure is prevalent in galaxies. Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs (and Goldreich & Tremaine 1979) considered, however, only waveparticle interactions at resonances in stable systems. The outward transfer of orbital momentum allows the central parts of galaxies to contract, and the remnant disk of gas is the reservoir for forming clouds. Equation (21) derived in this paper to describe the wavegas exchange of angular momentum for unstable disks is a new result, and one has to realize that this is the focus of the paper. At the qualitative level, the influence of viscosity on a rotating mass of gas has been well understood (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974; Pringle 1981) . By viscosity we mean the mechanism, whatever it is, which enables angular momentum to be transferred and energy to be dissipated. Disk viscosity would regulate evolution and structure formation of disk galaxies. In general, "the dissipative processes act to spread the disk out, allowing the inner parts to move in and necessitating, through conservation of angular momentum, the outer parts to move out" (Pringle 1981, p. 140) . Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs (1972) have also suggested that gravitating disks want to transfer their angular momentum outwards. Simulations have already demonstrated that instabilities produce growing spiral waves and associated gravitational torques, which are potent agents of angular momentum transport.
Equation (21) shows that although the angular momentum exchange between gas and the growing wave is of second order in the potential Φ 1 , it is obtained by taking inner products of first order solutions. Thus, going to nonlinear approximation of the theory is unnecessary to derive the nonresonant wavegas angular momentum exchange (cf. Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972, p. 10) .
According to Eq. (21), the angular momentum transfer efficiency of nonaxisymmetric Jeans-unstable density waves depends on their spatial and temporal form. Let us evaluate the collective torque for a realistic model of the disk. In accordance with the theory, the fastest growing mode with m ≈ 1, k * = k crit , and ω * ∼ Ω is considered. Taking into account that 8πm
2 Φ 1 Φ * 1 ∼ Φ 2 0 (an astrophysicist might well consider a perturbation with Φ 1 /Φ 0 of 1/10 to be quite small) and Φ 0 ∼ r 2 Ω 2 /2, where Φ 0 is the basic potential, from Eq. (21) one obtains |(1/r)(dΓ m /dr)| ∼ σ 0 r 3 Ω 2 /4|L|. The angular momentum of the given gaseous element P = σ 0 r 2 Ω. Then the characteristic time of the angular momentum redistribution is t ∼ P/|(1/r)(dΓ m /dr)| ∼ (4|L|/r)Ω −1 ∼ Ω −1 . Thus, already in the first disk revolution, in, say, about 10 8 yr, the Jeansunstable galactic disk sees a large portion of its angular momentum transferred outward, and mass transferred both inward and outward (see Fig. D.1) . Paczynski (1978) considered a model of a thin disk that is marginally stable to self-gravity. His model followed the accretion-disk theory by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) and Lynden-Bell & Pringle (1974) . These standard models have "understood" angular momentum transport in that they assumed that it is due to turbulent stresses. Accordingly, "turbulent viscosity" driven by local disk instabilities was assumed to transfer angular momentum outwards and makes the accretion of matter onto the central object possible. There is one important difference between our model and the models by Paczynski (1978) , Shakura & Sunyaev (1973 ), Lynden-Bell & Pringle (1974 : in our model the physical cause for the turbulence is included self-consistently by considering a self-consistent system of the gasdynamic and Poisson equations.
Discussion
In this paper, inhomogeneity and differential rotation are taken into proper account in the study of instabilities of a gravitating disk. It is shown that the Jeans instability may be an effective generating mechanism for the spiral ∼ 1 kpc structure of a gaseous medium of a flat galaxy, developing in the main part of the system between the inner and outer Lindblad resonances. Axisymmetric Safronov-Toomre instability breaks up the spiral arms into discrete gaseous complexes of a mass of (10 6 −10 7 ) M each. Spiral density perturbations arising from nonresonant Jeans instabilities grow almost aperiodically and exert torques which effectively redistribute both the mass and the angular momentum of a disk, giving the disk a source of internal viscosity. The latter may provide the required accretion rate. The spiral modes are maintained by an outward transport of angular momentum in an inhomogeneous disk. In the quasisteady state after a time of only 2-3 rotations of the system, a fraction of the mass (eventually residing in the central parts) retains only a minor fraction of the angular momentum, most of the latter deposited in outer portions of a disk. This leads to an exponential-like mass density profile in disk galaxies. Interestingly, one of the most notable properties of flat galaxies is that the mass profiles of their both stellar and gaseous disks are remarkably close to similar exponential-like distributions over a large dynamic range in radii (Freeman 1970; Meijerink et al. 2005) . Redistribution of the gas in a disk under the influence of a growing spiral potential may be also crucial to the understanding of the fuelling mechanism of AGNs. In addition to the radial spreading, this mechanism increases the effective temperature of the disk. Sufficient temperature (the sound speed c s (2Ω/κ)c T ≈ 2c T , or Toomre's stability parameter Q = 2−2.5, respectively) and core-dominated exponential-like mass density distribution prevent the Jeans instability from occurring. The secular evolution of disk galaxies, therefore, proceeds in the direction of increasing central mass concentration in the baryonic material, of extending outer portions, and of dynamical heating of the galactic material (see also Griv et al. 2002 and Griv & Gedalin 2004 for a discussion). The diffusion in configuration space is due entirely to the almost aperiodic (in a rotating frame) growth of the nonresonant Jeans-unstable disturbances in a self-gravitating system subject to a time-dependent potential.
Thus, as a result of the gravitational instability the gaseous disk of a galaxy is changing in the plane rapidly during a time of about 2-3 rotations (∼10 8 yr) only, and therefore the spiral structures are transient. Fresh waves must be continually created to maintain the spiral pattern. One obvious way to generate long-lived density wave structures is to cool the disk by radiation and thus provoke Jeans instabilities. Even optically thick Jeans-stable gaseous disk will eventually cool down because of the radiative heat losses, and its thickness will decrease. As a result local gravitational instabilities will be turned on again, and we have completed the cycle. Obviously, in this cycle some thermal energy is radiated away. Gravitationally unstable cooled disks evolve through the continued action of fresh Jeans-unstable density waves (cf. Tomley et al. 1991 and Gammie 2001) ; the cold interstellar medium may play a dominant role in determining the long-term wave-like structure in galaxies. In this regard, no prominent spirals are seen in SO galaxies that have little or no interstellar matter. Note that the same problem arises with spiral structures in the plane of a stellar disk of a galaxy in N-body codes since they often show that after forming spirals the disk becomes hot enough, Q 2, and then -unless some physics is added to continuously cool it -as the result of this heating spirals dissipate after a few rotations of the system (Miller et al. 1970; Hohl 1972; Quirk 1972; Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Griv & Chiueh 1998) . Apparently, Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1965) were the first to propose that the amplitude of gravitational instabilities, and hence the strength of their influence on the disk, is directly regulated by the balance between cooling and heating processes in the disk. This idea was subsequently developed by Paczynski (1978) and Lin & Pringle (1990) , and tested in numerical simulations by Tomley et al. (1991) , Gammie (2001) , and others.
The cold disk with Q < 1 is subject to both radial and spiral instabilities and might therefore be clumpy (Fig. 1a) . On the other hand, the warm uncooled disk with 1 ≤ Q < ∼ 2 is subject to only spiral instabilities (Fig. 1b) and cannot therefore fragment. The hot core-dominated uncooled disk with Q > 2 is stable against all perturbations, including the most unstable spiral ones.
Because the typical relaxation time (the time required to stabilize the initially unstable disk) t ∼ ( ω * ) −1 ∼ Ω −1 , the disk fragments when τ Ω < ∼ 1, where τ is an effective cooling time defined as the average internal energy of the model divided by average cooling rate (Gammie 2001) . Thus, I believe to have obtained a theoretical interpretation of Johnson & Gammie's (2003) experimental result: gaseous disks with τ Ω < ∼ 1 fragment on the dynamical timescale < ∼ Ω −1 and thus do not exist.
A cooled disk could generate transient Jeans-unstable density waves even without an external trigger (Miller et al. 1970; Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Griv & Chiueh 1998) . Note especially the work by Quirk (1972) , who has shown that the tangential gravitational forces produced by the spiral arms are necessary to maintain the long-term recurrent density wave structure of the galaxy in the "gas clouds" component, which was dissipative through inelastic cloud-cloud collisions. The computer generated long-term patterns look like real galaxies in that spiral patterns appear in cooled "gas" while the uncooled "stars" form a background that shows much less structure. As cooling process always exists in the disk galaxies, the Jeans instability can be considered to be a long-term generating mechanism for unstable density waves, thereby leading to recurrent short-lived ∼5 × 10 8 yr spiral or spiral-ring patterns in the gasrich flat galaxies (see Fig. 1 ). in simulations that the stability number Q of Toomre in relaxed equilibrium disks does not fall below a critical value, which lies about Q crit = 2−2.5 (Hohl 1972; Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Athanassoula & Sellwood 1986; Tomley 1991; Mihos et al. 1997; Bottema 2003) . However, no adequate explanation of the latter has been presented (see also Morozov 1981; Griv & Chiueh 1998; Liverts et al. 2003; and Khoperskov et al. 2003 for a discussion). The development of gravitational instabilities would lead to a self-regulation process. Namely, if the differentially rotating disk is initially cold (Q < Q crit ), then gravitational instabilities would repeadly heat it according to the law (B.6) on the dynamical timescale < ∼ Ω −1 , bringing it toward stability. On the other hand, if the disk is initially hot enough (Q ≥ Q crit ), then radiative cooling is going to bring the value of Toomre's stability parameter Q down toward an unstable configuration. A similar approach has been suggested in computer simulations (e.g., Gammie 2001 ).
Appendix C: The distribution function for angular momentum
The time behavior of the quantity σ 0 Ωκ −2 in self-gravitating disks has been considered by Berman & Mark (1977) . They have proved that in the axisymmetric case d dt
that is, vorticity is carried along with the fluid. Equation (C.1) is a consequence of the detailed conservation of mass and angular momentum (in the axisymmetric case). Lovelace & Hohlfeld (1978) have pointed out that f (r) = σ 0 Ωκ −2 has the role of the distribution function for angular momentum. In self-gravitating disks in equilibrium, f (r) is a decreasing function over a range of r; thus, in main parts of flat galaxies L < 0. Values of Ω(r), κ(r), and σ 0 (r) derived from the oftenly used equilibrium models of galaxies, namely Hunter's (1965) n = 1 model, exponential disk model (Binney & Tremaine 1987, p. 78) , and Hunter's n → ∞ model are used to calculate f (r) for the three cases. The f (r) curves are shown in Fig. C.1 . Accordingly, in all cases f (r) is a decreasing function of r in the main parts of the systems. In the solar vicinity of the Galaxy the value of the radial scale length |L| is about 3-4 kpc, which is a typical value for the radial scale length of the exponential component of the disk when compared with external galaxies of similar morphological types. (Lovelace & Hohlfeld 1978, p. 55) vs. a normalized radius r/R (or αr) for the equilibrium galactic models calculated from the surface density σ 0 (r), the angular rotation velocity Ω(r) = V rot /r, and the epicyclic frequency κ(r); a) Hunter's n = 1 model, b) the exponential disk model, and c) Hunter's n → ∞ model. In main parts of self-gravitating disks in equilibrium f (r) is a decreasing function of a radial distance r. Surface mass density of a disk σ 0 (r) = σ(r) before (t = 0) and after (t = ∞) initially Jeans-unstable gravity disturbances have increased. Gravitationally (Jeans-) unstable nonaxisymmetric (m 0) perturbations transfer angular momentum outward, and mass both inward and outward in spatially inhomogeneous disks.
